
COLONIAL LIFE IN THE 1700S

â€¢Rebel Farmers are upset with lack of help from Government in dealing with. Hostile Indian population. â€¢They
blame Virginia Gov. Berkeley for being too.

Interesting Facts about Daily Life on the Farm in Colonial Times The typical farming family lived in a one or
two room house with dirt floors. By the s, small cities and towns were established. In Colonial America, death
visited earlier and often: In , the average age of death for English men in Virginia was  Slaves working on
large farm by Henry P. This way they also learned the skills they would need when they grew up. The boys
helped the father with his work and the girls helped their mother. Nearly one-quarter of them died before a
ship from England brought fresh supplies. One in 10 infants died before they were a year old, and four in 10
children died before the age of six. Slaves were for the rich, however, and the average small farmer generally
couldn't afford a slave. Each colony also acted as a currency trader, assigning a value to foreign money, often
Spanish dollars, circulating alongside English pounds. It was generally divided into Upper and Lower
Louisiana. Farmers usually had large families of at least six or seven children. In time, the colonists learned
how to live in the wilderness through trial and error and with the help of an English speaking warrior named
Squanto and the Wampanoag Chief, Massasoit. The Caribs, a raiding tribe of the Caribbean, attacked Spanish
settlements along the banks of the Daguao and Macao rivers in and again in but each time they were easily
repelled by the superior Spanish firepower. Illinois Country[ edit ] The Illinois country by had a French
population of 2,; it was located to the west of the Ohio Country and was concentrated around Kaskaskia ,
Cahokia , and Sainte Genevieve. Alarmed, the United States offered to buy New Orleans. Girls were often not
taught to read or write at all. Life in colonial America centered on the family. Many were sick and all were
hungry. They were the New England colonies, the Middle colonies and the Southern colonies. In many areas
there wasn't a public school like there is today, so a lot of farm children did not get any formal education.
Besides pressing tobacco into service to facilitate commerce, each colony also printed its own paper money.
Colonial court records available to historians and genealogists show children drowning in tanning pits or
millponds, falling into hearth fires, and down barn ladders.


